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Abstract

This paper shows how to describe the pullbacks of directed complete posets (dcpos) along
geometric morphisms. This extends Joyal and Tierney’s original results on the pullbacks of
suplattices. It is then shown how to treat every frame as a dcpo and so locale pullback is
described in this way. Applications are given describing triquotient assignments in terms of
internal dcpo maps, leading to pullback stability results for triquotient maps. The main application
here shows how dcpo maps between frames can be described in terms of certain external natural
transformations.
c© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The direct image part of a geometric morphism preserves suplattices (that is, com-
plete posets) and so de4nes a functor from suplattices, internal in one topos to suplat-
tices internal to the codomain topos. Joyal and Tierney in [4] show that this functor has
a left adjoint. This seemingly highly technical observation has important implications
since it specializes to frames (complete Heyting algebras) and so provides a description
of the pullback of locales along a geometric morphism. (Recall that pullback can be
described as a right adjoint and that the category of locales is opposite to frames.)

The trick of this result is to use suplattice presentations. The presentations (as formal
objects) are stable under the inverse image of geometric morphisms and so this de4nes
a functor in the opposite direction to the direct image functor. That this is left adjoint
amounts to checking that under the bijection de4ned by the adjunction of the geometric
morphism, maps which satisfy R correspond to maps which satisfy f∗R where R is
the set of relations in the presentation and f is the geometric morphism. So the case
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where R is empty is immediate since the power set on a set of generators forms the
free suplattice (and f∗�=�).

The main objective of this paper is to extend this result to the directed complete
partial orders (posets with joins for all directed subsets). The same trick is used to
prove this and so the 4rst bit of work needed is to verify that dcpo presentations
present (i.e. are well de4ned). This result appears to be folklore and is re-proved here
in an entirely constructive manner (and no natural numbers object is used). The left
adjoint again describes pullback of locales along a geometric morphism since we are
able to describe frames as particular objects in the category of dcpos. The way that this
is done is not in keeping with Joyal and Tierney’s view of frames as types of rings
over suplattice tensor. Here the novel view is taken that frames are internal distributive
lattices in the ordered enriched category of dcpos. The internality required is a strong
one in that the join and meet operations of the internal distributive lattices are required
to be consistent with the given order enrichment.

As an application of the existence of the left adjoint we have a number of known
results: e.g. open and proper maps are pullback stable. This is shown by looking at
locale maps with triquotient assignments (types of dcpo homomorphisms); these locale
maps generalize both proper and open maps. A new result is shown describing the
triquotient assignments in terms of dcpo homomorphisms internally in the topos of
sheaves over the codomain locale.

The main application focused on here is the following result which is an extension
of a recent result of Townsend and Vickers [10]. It is shown that the dcpos maps
between frames are exactly the natural transformations between certain functors indexed
by geometric morphisms. The functors are

B�EW : (Top=E)op → SET

(h :E′ → E) �−→ Top(E′×ESh(W ); Sh(S))

for any frame �EW , corresponding to a locale W in E. Here S is the SierpiCnski locale
and SET is some background category of possibly large sets. The importance of the
Townsend/Vickers result appears to be that it oDers insight into the parallel between
proper and open in locale theory (e.g. [9]) and so extending it to geometric morphisms
may oDer insight into the parallel between proper and open in topos theory. This would
be the subject of further work based on the results presented here.

Along the way an exposition on topos theory has, in eDect, been included. While
all the results are known to those working in the 4eld, it is hoped that the exposition
oDers insight into exactly how various lattice structures are translated between toposes.

2. Dcpo presentations present

For detailed background information on the lattice structures under discussion con-
sult [1]. Firstly we will recall some basic de4nitions and notation. The category dcpo
has as objects directed complete partial orders and has as morphisms directed join
preserving maps. The category sup of suplattices has as objects complete posets and
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has as morphisms maps preserving all joins. (To prove that dcpo presentations present
we shall use the fact that suplattice presentations present.)

De�nition 1. A dcpo presentation is the following data: (i) a poset G (ii) a set R
(which is an indexing set for relations) (iii) a function  :R→G and (iv) a subset
�⊆G×R such that for every r ∈R, {g | g�r} is a lower closed directed subset of G.

The dcpo being presented by a dcpo presentation (which shall be denoted
dcpo〈G qua poset |R〉) is that which universally satis4es,

(r) =
∨↑{g ∈ G | g�r}:

and preserves the order on G. The “qua” notation indicates that whatever follows the
qua must be true in the object being presented, see e.g. [3].

Example 2. Any dcpo A has a presentation given by (i) A, (ii) idl(A), (iii) ∨↑ : idl(A)
→A and (iv) a�I iD a∈ I . Recall that idl(A) is the set of ideals of A (an ideal
of a poset is any lower closed and directed subset). It is routine to check that
A∼= dcpo〈A qua poset | idl(A)〉 if the latter is well de4ned.

The next theorem forms a foundation to the ideas in this paper as it shows that the
presentations work. The fact that they work appears to be folklore, though see [6] for
some relevant early work.

Theorem 3 (dcpo presentations present). For any dcpo presentation (G; R; : : :),
dcpo〈G qua poset |R〉 is well de3ned.

Proof. This proof is a reapplication of the techniques of [3], where preframe presen-
tations are proved to exist from the existence of frame presentations. Here, we replace
the category of preframes with dcpo and the category of frames with sup. First note
that the problem reduces to a proof of the existence of dcpo coequalizers since the
ideal completion of any poset is the free dcpo on that poset. So dcpo〈G qua poset |R〉
(if de4ned) is the coequalizer of

idl(R)
e1−→
−→
e2

idl(G)

where idl(R)∼=R (since R is a discrete poset) and e1( ) = ↓ ◦  and e2(r) is the ideal
{g | g�r} for every r ∈R.

Now, suplattice presentations (coequalizers) certainly exist ([4]; for a set of relations
R on a suplattice M the set of R-coherent elements forms the coequalizer, where an
m∈M is R-coherent iD for every aRb it is the case that a6m iD b6m). The key
observations needed to complete the proof are that (i) dcpo has image factorizations
and (ii) the universal mapping of a dcpo to its free suplattice (qua dcpo) is monic.

The category of dcpos does have image factorizations: take the least sub-dcpo
generated by the set theoretic image of the function to be factorized.
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Checking (ii), that the unit is monic, requires the observations that F : dcpo→ sup
has a concrete description: F(A) is the set of Scott closed subsets of A, that is the lower
closed subsets that are closed under directed joins. Any intersection of Scott closed
subsets is clearly Scott closed and so F(A) is certainly a suplattice. ↓ :A→F(A) is
Scott continuous (preserves directed joins), and this map will prove to be the monic
unit. To see this 4rst note that for any B∈F(A), B=

∨{↓ b | b∈B} since the join
always contains the set theoretic union. So, given any dcpo map � :A→M with M
a suplattice, the assignment q :B �→ ∨

M{�(b) | b∈B} is therefore necessary if � is to
factor via ↓. But r :M→F(A) given by m �→ {b |�(b)6m} provides a right adjoint to
q so we know that q is a suplattice homomorphism, and therefore F(A) de4ned as the
set of Scott closed subsets provides the correct universal properties.

To 4nd the dcpo coequalizer of f; g : A � B, the 4rst step is to take the su-
plattice coequalizer of Ff; Fg, giving a suplattice homomorphism h′ :F(B)→C′. Here
F : dcpo→ sup is the free functor (left adjoint to the forgetful functor). Applying the
forgetful functor and precomposing with the unit, we get a dcpo morphism
h′ ◦ ↓ :B→C′. Next take the image factorization in dcpo to get i ◦ h :B→C→C′.
h is the required dcpo coequalizer of f and g. If k :B→D composes equally with

f and g, then F(k) factors via C′ as k ′ ◦ h′ (say). Because h is a cover and ↓D is
monic, we get that k factors via h. (The pullback of D along k ′◦ i must be the whole
of C.)

B
h
� C
↓ i

k ↓ ↙ C′

↓ k ′

D ,→
↓
F(D)

Uniqueness follows since h is an epimorphism (covers are epimorphism as dcpo has
equalizers).

This theorem also appears in [10]. A corollary is that dcpo tensor can be de4ned;
though before that is proved it must be made clear that:

Proposition 4. Binary tensor and binary product are equivalent in the category dcpo.

Proof. If A and B are dcpos then the poset A×B≡{(a; b) | a∈A; b∈B} is a dcpo
since if I ⊆ ↑A×B then

∨↑ I = (
∨↑ �1[I ];

∨↑ �2[I ]). A×B can be veri4ed to be dcpo
product in the usual manner. To show that it is also dcpo tensor it must be veri4ed
that bi-dcpo-linear maps A×B→C are the same thing as dcpo maps A×B→C. This
is trivial from the de4nition of join in A×B just given (and the de4nition of directed).

Whilst we have a very simple description of tensor (it is the same as set-
theoretic product) it will turn out that its more complicated description in terms of the
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presentation of the tensor will be what is needed to show that frames can be treated
as internal distributive lattices (in dcpo) when moving from one topos to another.

Proposition 5. If (G1; R1; : : :) and (G2; R2; : : :) are two dcpo presentations then
(G1×G2; G1×R2�R1×G2; : : :) presents their tensor where ⊗ :G1×R2�R1×G2

→G1×G2 is given by ⊗ = [L; R] where L(g1; r2) = (g1; 2(r2)) and R(r1; g2)
= (1(r1); g2), and �⊗⊆ (G1×G2)× (G1×R2�R1×G2)∼= (G1×G2)× (G1×R2)
� (G1×G2)× (R1×G2) given �⊗ = �L� �R with �L⊆ (G1×G2)× (G1×R2) given
by (g′

1; g2)�L(g1; r2) i9 g′
16g1 and g2�2r2, and �R⊆ (G1×G2)× (R1×G2) given by

(g1; g′
2)�L(r1; g2) i9 g′

26g2 and g1�1r1.

Proof. This presentation is a re-expression of the de4nition of tensor. It must be ver-
i4ed that monotone maps � :G1×G2→A (for any dcpo A) which satisfy R⊗≡G1×
R2�R1×G2 correspond to exactly the bi-dcpo-linear maps A1×A2→A where Ai is
presented by (Gi; Ri; : : :) for i= 1; 2. Now, the category of dcpos is cartesian closed
(function space directed join is calculated pointwise) and so given such a �, its expo-
nential transpose G2→AG1 satis4es R2, since

�(g1; 2(r2)) =
∨↑
A{�(g′

1; g2) | g′
1 6 g1; g2�2r2}

=
∨↑
A{�(g1; g2) | g2�2r2}

and so �( ; 2(r2)) =
∨↑
AG1
{�( ; g2) | g2�2r2}. Similarly with the Right equations given

by �R and A2 in the place of G1. Therefore any such � gives rise to a bi-dcpo-linear
map A1×A2→A. The same argument can be seen to work in reverse, i.e. bi-dcpo-
linear maps give rise to � :G1×G2→A which satisfy R⊗. But, by the de4nition of
universal dcpo presentation, and the de4nition of exponentiation, this correspondence
is a bijection.

3. Internal dcpos

In this section some basic de4nitions and lemmas about internal posets in a topos

are recalled. For any topos, E, an internal preorder is an internal category 6
p1−→
−→
p2

G

such that 6
(p1 ;p2)−→ G×G is monic. A internal poset is an internal preorder such that G

is the pullback of 6 along ¿. A monotone map between posets is an internal functor.

Lemma 6. For any internal poset G in E, and any object I of E the homset E(I; G)

is an external poset, with f6g : I→G i9 I
(f; g)−→ G×G factors through 6G.

This lemma is immediate from the de4nition of internal poset. Note that we have
used “homset” but more accurately it should be “homclass” and, perhaps, poclass
(rather than poset). Externally there is a big category SET of all sets and classes,
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in which the homsets of all toposes live. An adjunction between arbitrary categories,
for example, is a class indexed collection of bijections between homclasses. It is part
of the external structure that is simply taken for granted in what follows. SET will not
be discussed, and so the term set will mean “object in the topos under consideration”,
e.g. an object of E.

Here are the standard de4nitions now written out for object (sets) internal to E.

De�nition 7. (i) An internal poset, I , is directed iD (a) the map I !−→ 1 is a sur-
jection (i.e. regular epi, i.e. I non-empty) and (b) the map �13 :6×G¿→G×G,
(i.e. {(i; k; j) | i6k; j6k}→G×G given by (i; k; j) �→ (i; j)) is a regular epimorphism.

(ii) For any internal posets, I and G, the external poset of all monotone maps from
I to G is denoted PosE(I; G).

(iii) For any internal poset A the subposet of the internal poset PA consisting of the
lower closed directed subsets of A (i.e. the ideals of A) is denoted idl(A). There is an
inclusion ↓∈PosE(A; idl(A)).

(iv) Given two internal posets A; B and elements f∈PosE(A; B), g ∈ PosE(B; A) then
f is left adjoint to g iD 1A6g ◦f and f ◦ g61B in the external orders of PosE(A; A),
PosE(B; B) respectively.

(v) M (a poset in E) is a suplattice iD there exists an internal functor
∨

:PM→M
which is left adjoint to ↓ :M→PM .

(vi) A (a poset in E) is a dcpo iD there exists an internal functor ∨↑ : idlA→A
which is left adjoint to ↓ :A→ idlA.

Suplattices and dcpos are therefore de4ned by reference to the existence of inter-
nal maps. That these correspond to the usual external de4nitions (in terms of being
cocomplete/4ltered cocomplete as a category) will be the next objective. This is well
known topos theory, at least for suplattices, see e.g. B 2.3.9 in [2]. We will need the
de4nition of a 4ber directed map to help formulate the external notion of a dcpo:

De�nition 8. An internal monotone map x : I→ J is 4ber directed iD
(a) for every j∈ J the set {i | x(i) = j} is directed and
(b) for every j16j2 in J , {i | x(i) = j1}⊆↓ {i | x(i) = j2}

Perhaps the expression should be “4ber directed and closed with respect to the
orders”, but the expression “4ber directed” will be used. For example, every directed
poset I , ! : I→ 1 is 4ber directed, and it is easy to verify that the pullback of a 4ber
directed map along a monotone map is 4ber directed. Using the perhaps more familiar
notion of an approximable map (e.g. [8] or [12]), we have that a monotone map is 4ber
directed if and only if the left lower closure of its graph (i.e. {(i; j)∈ I × J | ∃i′ ∈ I ,
i6i′, x(i′) = j}) is an approximable mapping. Recall that, given any two posets A; B
an approximable mappingis a subset R⊆A×B such that

(a) {a | aRb} is lower closed and directed for every b ∈ B and

(b) ∀b1 6 b2 ∈B; {a | aRb1} ⊆ {a | aRb2}:
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It is worth noting that the approximable maps have a natural place in a topos since
idl(A) classi4es them:

Proposition 9. The membership relation ∈A →A× idlA classi3es approximable map-
pings. I.e. there is an order isomorphism AMapE(A×B)∼=PosE(B; idlA) given by
pullback of ∈A.

Proof. This is immediate from the fact that PA classi4es relations (i.e. Sub(A×B)
∼=E(B; PA) via pullback of ∈A) and unravelling the de4nitions. (Simply argue as if
this is the category of sets.)

The external de4nitions can now be given and shown to coincide with the internal
de4nitions:

Lemma 10. (i) Given M an internal poset, M is a suplattice i9 x∗ :E(J;M)→E(I; M)
has a left adjoint -x for every x : I→ J and for any pullback square

I ×J K p2−→ K
p1 ↓ ↓ y
I x−→ J

in E, x∗-y =-p1p
∗
2 (i.e. the Beck–Chevalley condition holds).

(ii) Given A an internal poset, A is a dcpo i9 x∗ :PosE(J; A)→PosE(I; A) has a
left adjoint -x for every 3ber directed monotone x : I→ J and the Beck–Chevalley
condition holds (for pullbacks of 3ber directed maps along monotone maps).

The standard notation is used that if x : I→ J is a morphism in E and G is an
internal poset then x∗ :E(J; G)→E(I; G), is de4ned as “precompose with x”. It
can be veri4ed that it is always a monotone map. Its left adjoint, when it exists, is
denoted -x.

Proof. (i) If M is a suplattice then given x : I→ J and k : I→M de4ne -x(k)(j)
=

∨{k(i) | x(i) = j} where the join is de4ned since M is a suplattice. But for any
z : J→M ,

(∀j) ∨
x(i)=j k(i)6z(j) if and only if ∀i; k(i) 6 zx(i)

and so left adjoints have been de4ned. For the Beck–Chevalley condition, say
l :K→M . Then [x∗-y(l)](i) =-y(l)x(i) =

∨{l(k) |y(k) = x(i)}. But [-p1p
∗
2 (l)](i)

=-p1 (lp2)(i) =
∨{lp2(i′; k ′) |p1(i′; k ′) = i}=

∨{l(k ′) |y(k ′) = x(i)} where the last
line is because (i′; k ′) ∈ I×JK iD y(k ′) = x(i′).

Conversely, say ∈M (n; e)−→ PM ×M is the membership relation on M . Then
∨

can be
de4ned as -n(e). The proof is in B2.3.9 in [2], or adapt the proof of (ii) to follow.
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(ii) Firstly say that A is a dcpo and we are given x : I→ J , 4ber directed. Then for
any k : I→A (a monotone map to A) and for any j∈ J , {k(i) | x(i) = j} is directed.
So the constructions of (i) are available, in particular note that -x(k)(j) is monotone
in j by the (b) part of the de4nition of 4ber directed.

Conversely let ∈A (n;e)−→ idlA×A be the membership relation on A (we are using the
opposite relation for convenience, this is just notation). ∈A is a subposet idlA×A and
n : ∈A → idl(A) is a 4ber directed monotone map by de4nition of ideal. De4ne

∨↑ as
-n(e). The pullback of n along ↓ is �2 :6→A, and let z :6→ ∈A be the top arrow
of this pullback. Then �1 :6→A= ez. By Beck–Chevalley on this pullback square

∨↑ ↓= ↓∗[-n(e)] = [↓∗ -n](e) = [-�2z
∗](e) = -�2�1

and so
∨↑ ↓61 since �16�2 and -�2 is left adjoint to �∗

2 .
To complete the proof apply the preceding proposition to the approximable maps

classi4ed by ↓ ∨↑ and 1idlA. Since
∨↑ n= n∗-n(e)¿e, i.e. (e;

∨↑ n) : ∈A →A×A fac-

tors through 6→A×A (recall Lemma 6). Then it can be veri4ed that ∈A (n; e)−→ idl(A)

×A ↓ ∨↑ × 1−→ idl(A)×A factors through ∈A (n; e)−→ idlA×A (use z :6→ ∈A, the pullback

of ↓ along n), and so the result follows from the proposition since ∈A (n; e)−→ idlA×A
classi4es the identity.

Thus the usual internal de4nition of a dcpo in terms of having a map
∨↑ : idl(A)→A

corresponds to the external de4nition that will be used here. Finally for this section we
verify that the internal de4nition of dcpo homomorphism (i.e. a map f :A→B such
that f(

∨↑
A I) =

∨↑
B{f(a) | a∈ I} for every I in idl(A)), corresponds to the external

de4nition of being a directed join preserving internal functor.

De�nition 11. f :A→B, a monotone map between dcpos, is externally a dcpo map iD
for any 4ber directed x : I→ J , f ◦ [-Ax (k)] =-Bx (f ◦ k) for any monotone k : I→A.

Proposition 12. f :A→B, a monotone map between dcpos, is externally a dcpo map
i9 it is internally a dcpo homomorphism.

Proof. If it is internally a dcpo homomorphism then f ◦ [-Ax (k)] =-Bx (f ◦ k) since we
have constructed -x explicitly in terms of the directed join map

∨↑ : idl(A)→A.
Conversely if f is an external dcpo map then f ◦ ∨↑

A =f ◦-AnA(eA) where

∈A (nA; eA)−→ idlA×A. Therefore f ◦ ∨↑
A =-BnA(f ◦ eA). But the explicit formula given

for -BnA shows that for any ideal I of A,

-BnA(f ◦ eA)(I) =
∨↑
B{f ◦ eA(i) | nA(i) = I}

=
∨↑
B{f(a) | a ∈ I}:
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4. The direct image of dcpos

So far we have only considered situations with respect to a single topos E. The aim
of this section is to introduce the action of geometric morphisms on the structures in
question. In particular to show that, for any geometric morphism f :E→E′,

f∗ : dcpoE → dcpoE′

is well de4ned where f∗ is the direct image part of f and of course the notation
dcpoE is for the category of dcpos internal to the topos E.

Now, given A, a semilattice in a topos E and a geometric morphism f : E→E′, it
is known that f∗A is a semilattice internal to E′. This is immediate since f∗ preserves
products and the property of being an internal semilattice is expressible using diagrams
involving only products. In contrast it is a little harder to show that the property of
simply being a poset is also preserved by the direct image part of any geometric
morphism.

Lemma 13. If (G;6) is a poset in a topos E and f :E→E′ a geometric morphism
then (f∗G;f∗6) is a poset in E′. Further f∗(Gop)∼= (f∗G)op.

Proof. The property of being an internal category is certainly preserved by f∗, since,
for example, if ◦ :6×G6→6 is composition then f∗ ◦ :f∗6×f∗Gf∗6→f∗6 is
composition (internal to E′) as f∗ commutes with pullbacks. The property of being
monic is preserved as all monics are regular in a topos and so f∗G is an internal
preorder from the de4nitions of the previous section. Finally a poset is a preorder such
that G is the pullback of 6 along ¿; and so the result follows by the preservation of
pullbacks.

That f∗(Gop)∼= (f∗G)op is immediate from the de4nitions.

Exactly the same argument as used in this lemma applies to the inverse image of a
geometric morphism (since it too, by de4nition, preserves 4nite limits). If (G;6) is a
poset in a topos E′ then (f∗G;f∗6) is a poset in E and so we have almost proved:

Lemma 14. The property of being
(i) a poset,
(ii) a monotone map and

(iii) a 3ber directed monotone map are each preserved by the inverse image of any
geometric morphism.

Proof. (i) Done.
(ii) Immediate as f∗ preserves binary products (and commuting squares!).
(iii) Note that 4ber directedness for x : I→ J is the assertion that (a) x and �13 :

6I×J¿I→ I×J I are both regular epimorphisms (i.e. surjections) and (b) there exists
a map

2 : [I ×J J ]×J 6J→6I ×I [I ×J J ])
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�1 ◦ 2= �1 and �4 ◦ 2= �4. The property of being a regular epimorphism is preserved
by the inverse image of any geometric morphism, and so the result follows since the
pullbacks involved in the de4nition are also preserved.

The next lemma is trivial but pivotal since it shows how monotone maps translate
from one topos to another. Most of the rest of the paper concerns itself with specializing
this lemma.

Lemma 15. For any poset I ′ in E′ and any poset A in E given a geometric morphism
f :E→E′ there is an order isomorphism

PosE′(I ′; f∗A) ∼= PosE(f∗I ′; A)

(natural in I ′ and A) specializing the bijection E′(I ′; f∗A)∼=E(f∗I ′; A).

Proof. i′ : I ′→f∗A is monotone iD there exists n : 6I ′→f∗(6A) such that

6I ′
n−→ f∗ 6A

↓ ↓
I ′ × I ′ i′×i′−→ f∗A× f∗A

commutes. By taking the adjoint transpose of this square it is clear that i′ is monotone
iD i is monotone where i is the adjoint transpose of i′. Similarly i′16i′2 in the exter-
nal poset PosE′(I ′; f∗A) iD i16i2 in PosE(f∗I ′; A). Naturality is immediate from the
naturality of E′( ; f∗ )∼=E(f∗ ; ).

This will be used in the proof of the next proposition.

Proposition 16. If A is a dcpo in a topos E and f :E→E′ a geometric morphism
then f∗A is a dcpo in E′.

Proof. To prove that f∗A is a dcpo in E′ is must be veri4ed that for every 4ber di-
rected map x′ : I ′→ J ′, there exists -x′ left adjoint to x′∗ such that the Beck–Chevalley
conditions hold over all such adjoint pairs. But, if x′ is 4ber directed, then so is
f∗x′ :f∗I ′→f∗J ′ in E Naturality of PosE′(I ′; f∗A)∼=PosE(f∗I ′; A) with respect to
x′ shows that (x′)∗ factors through (f∗x′)∗ via two isomorphisms and so (x′)∗ has a
left adjoint if (f∗x′)∗ does.

The inverse image of a pullback of 4ber directed maps is a pullback of 4ber di-
rected maps and so the Beck–Chevalley conditions (for f∗A ) follow as the func-
tions -x′ ; -f∗x′ ; (x′)∗ and (f∗x′)∗ commute with the isomorphisms PosE′( ; f∗A)∼=
PosE(f∗ ; A).

Theorem 17. Given a geometric morphism f :E→E′ its direct image part de3nes a
functor f∗ : dcpoE→ dcpoE′ .

Proof. This has just been de4ned on objects. It extends to morphism by naturality of
PosE′(I ′; f∗A)∼=PosE(f∗I ′; A) in the second component.
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5. The inverse image of dcpo presentations

As indicated in the introduction, the left adjoint to f∗ : dcpoE→ dcpoE′ will be found
by applying the inverse image of f to dcpo presentations. The fact that this is well
de4ned is relatively easy to verify.

Lemma 18. If f :E→E′ is a geometric morphism and (G′; R′; ′; �′) a dcpo presen-
tation in E′ then

(f∗G′; f∗R′; f∗′; f∗�′)

is a dcpo presentation in E.

Proof. The only diOculty is showing that for every r ∈f∗R the set (object of E)
given by {g∈f∗G | gf∗�′r} is directed lower closed, but this is just the assertion that
f∗�′ is an approximable mapping (with f∗R a discrete poset since R is). But, just as
in the proof that 4ber directed maps are stable under f∗, it can be shown that approx-
imable mappings are stable under f∗. For example the assertion that {a∈A | aRb} is
directed for every b is equivalent to insisting that the two maps �2 :R→B and forget :
6A×A6A×AR→R×BR are both regular epimorphisms (surjections), where forget
(a′; a′′′; a′′; a′′′; a′′′; b) = (a′; b; a′′; b) and 6A×A6A×AR= {(a′; a′′′; a′′; a′′′; a′′′; b) |
a′6a′′′; a′′6a′′′; a′′′Rb}. The constructions involved (pullback, saying that certain di-
agrams commute, that certain maps exist and that certain maps are regular epimor-
phisms) are all stable under f∗.

Logicians may not like the above proof as it uses categorical language to obscure a
proof which essentially follows from the observation that dcpo presentations are models
of geometric theories.

6. The left adjoint to f∗ : dcpoE → dcpoE′

We are now in a position to state the key theorem leading to the main result. This
theorem gives a universal description of the dcpo that is being presented by the inverse
image of any dcpo presentation.

Theorem 19. If (G′; R′; : : :) is a dcpo presentation in E′ then, for any E dcpo A there
is a bijection between monotone maps �′ :G′→f∗A satisfying the relations R′ and
monotone maps � :f∗G′→A satisfying the relations f∗R′. Further this correspon-
dence is natural in dcpo maps between A’s and monotone maps between G′s.

Proof. The adjunction of the geometric morphism f, by de4nition, sets up a bijection.
What remains to check is that under this bijection maps satisfying R′ correspond to
maps satisfying f∗R′. (That the property of being a monotone map is preserved under
the bijection has been covered already.)
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When we say that �′ :G′→f∗A “satis4es R′” we are stating that �′ ◦ ′

=
∨↑{�′(l′) | l′�′( )} in the homset R′→f∗(A). The adjoint transpose of �′ ◦ ′ is

� ◦f∗(′) and so the proof will be completed provided that we can argue that the ad-
joint transpose of

∨↑{�′(l′) | l′�′( )} :R′→f∗(A) is
∨↑{�(l) | l(f∗�′)( )} :

f∗R′→A. However from the explicit construction of -x for any (4ber directed)
re-indexing map x :I→ J given in the proof of Lemma 10, it is clear that -�2 (�

′ �1−→
G′ �′
−→ f∗(A)) =

∨↑{�′(g′) | g′�′( )} for �2 : �′→R′ and similarly -f∗�2 (f
∗�′ �1−→

f∗G
�−→ A) =

∨↑{�(g) | gf∗�′( )}.
The proof of Proposition 16 shows that -�2 is the same map as -f∗�2 modulo the

poset isomorphism given by the adjunction and so the result follows. Naturality is
immediate from the naturality of the adjunction that de4nes the geometric morphism.

From this observation the main result for this paper is immediate.

Theorem 20. f∗ : dcpoE→ dcpoE′ has a left adjoint.

Proof. Every dcpo has a canonical presentation (Example 2) and so the bijection just
established shows that for every dcpo A′ in E′, there exists f#(A′) a dcpo in E and a
natural isomorphism

dcpoE(f#(A′); ) ∼= dcpoE′(A′; f∗( )):

If g′ :→B′ is a dcpo map in E′ then f#(g′) :f#A′→f#B′ is the mate of g′ :A′→B′

→f∗f#(B′) under this isomorphism where the second map (the unit) is the mate of
Id :f#B′→f#B′. It is then routine to verify that f# is (a functor and) left adjoint to
f∗ as required.

It is worth making explicit the 2-categorical nature of the adjunction f# �f∗.

Lemma 21. (a) The bijection dcpoE(f#A′; B)∼= dcpoE′(A′; f∗B) is an order isomor-
phism.

(b) On morphisms f# : dcpoE′(A′; B′)→ dcpoE(f#A′; f#B′) preserves external order.

Proof. (a) Immediate from the initial observation (Lemma 15) that PosE(f∗A′; B)
∼=PosE′(A′; f∗B) is an order isomorphism. (The universal bijection {� ∈ PosE(G; B) |�
satis4es R}∼= dcpoE(dcpo〈G |R〉; B) preserves order.)

(b) f#(q′) is the adjoint transpose of 4B′ ◦ q′ (for q′ :A′→B′) and so this follows
from (a) since function composition preserves order in each component.

7. Frames as distributive lattices over dcpos

The next objective will be to extend the main result to locales and this will be done
by exploiting the fact that the adjunction f# �f∗ is order enriched. For background
on locales consult [1]; the category of locales (Loc) is the opposite of the category
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of frames (Fr). A frame is a complete lattice such that 4nite meets distribute over
arbitrary joins. Frame homomorphisms preserves arbitrary joins and 4nite meets.

Now some new results are developed which show how frames can be viewed as
distributive lattices over dcpos.

De�nition 22. If C is an order enriched category with 4nite products then de4ne
DLat(C) as the order–internal distributive lattices on C. Its objects are 4-tuples
(L;∨ :L×L→L; ∧ :L×L→L; 0L : 1→L; 1L : 1→L) such that:

(i) ∨ is left adjoint to the diagonal (in the order enrichment), and 0L is left adjoint
to ! :L→ 1,

(ii) ∧ is right adjoint to the diagonal, and 1L is right adjoint to ! :L→ 1 and
(iii) ∧ distributes over ∨ in the usual manner.

The morphisms of DLat(C) are those morphisms of C which commute with the
operations ∨; ∧ ; 0L and 1L in the usual manner.

Lemma 23. Fr∼=DLat(dcpo).

Proof. Firstly it is easy to check that the de4nition of ∨ and ∧ is suOcient to prove
that they are indeed the join and meet operation for the underlying poset of any dcpo.
Then this central lemma is actually immediate since it has been established already that
dcpo product is tensor. It follows that the binary meet map distributes over directed
joins (that the join map distributes over 4nite meets is immediate from the axiom of
being a distributive lattice).

Now f∗ : dcpoE→ dcpoE′ preserves the external ordering on homsets and 4nite prod-
ucts. So it certainly preserves the property of being an order-internal distributive lattice.
Hence there is a restriction f∗ :DLat(dcpoE)→DLat(dcpo′

E). It has also been observed
that f# : dcpoE′→ dcpoE preserves the homset ordering. Therefore it has almost been
shown that:

Proposition 24. f∗ :DLat(dcpoE)→DLat(dcpoE′), i.e. f∗ : FrE→FrE′ has a left ad-
joint, given by f# : dcpoE′→ dcpoE.

Proof. It must only be veri4ed that f# preserves 4nite products. It certainly preserves
1 since the 4nal dcpo is the singleton set {∗} and this is presented by itself. f∗

preserves the singleton set. As for binary products it has been shown that these are
tensor. But tensor has been de4ned via its presentation and so it must be veri4ed that
the image of an arbitrary tensor presentation under f∗ is again the presentation of
tensor product. But by using Proposition 5 it can be seen that the explicit presentation
given for dcpo tensor is stable under f∗ :E′→E since f∗ preserves coproduct and
product. For example, using the notation of that proposition, note that �⊗ = �L� �R,
�L∼=6G1 × �2 and �R∼=6G2 × �1 and so these are preserved by f∗.

The main insights are now complete. The category of dcpos is good enough to carry
the data of frames from one topos to another. The remainder of the paper looks at
how this works out in practice.
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7.1. Presenting frames

We will de4ne the notion of a DL-site which is a type of presentation for a frame.
In a DL-site the generators form a distributive lattice (DL) and the relations, involving
only directed joins, must have both meet and join stability. To express the meet and
join stability properties succinctly we use the idea of an L-set for any distributive lattice
L. This is simply a set with two actions by L, for the monoids (L; 0;∨) and (L; 1;∧).

Example 25. The set idl(L) is an L-set with actions

(l; I) �→ {l ∧ m |m ∈ I}
(l; I) �→↓ {l ∨ m |m ∈ I}

De�nition 26. A DL-site comprises a distributive lattice L, an L-set R and a pair of
L-set homomorphisms e1; e2 :R� idl(L) such that (a) e2 factors through ↓ :L→ idl(L)
and (b) e16e2.

Meet and join stability is the assertion that the maps e1; e2 are L-set homomorphisms,
see [3]. For example meet stability is the statement that if

(r) =
∨↑{l′ ∈ L | l′�r}

is universally true in the frame being presented for every r in R, then for any l∈L,

(r) ∧ l =
∨↑{l′ ∧ l | l′ ∈ L; l′�r};

will also be in R, where, we are writing l′�r iD l′ ∈ e1(r) and are assuming that e2

= ↓ ◦  for  :R→L. DL-sites, of course, also present dcpos by forgetting the distribu-
tive lattice structure. In other words:

Lemma 27. Every DL-site is a dcpo presentation.

Proof. e2 factors via some  : R→L and �⊆L×R is given by l′�r iD l′ ∈ e1(r).

It is just a convenience that here we are insisting that e2 factors via ↓ and that
e16e2; it can be shown that any presentation without this assumption presents the
same frame as one with this assumption. Moreover, the canonical example of a DL-
site always satis4es this assumption.

Example 28. Any frame has a presentation by a DL-site. Given a frame �X , take
LX =�X and RX = idl(�X ). The LX -set morphisms from RX to idl(LX ) are the identity
and ↓ ◦ ∨↑. Such a presentation is referred to as the standard presentation for the
frame.

(The notation �X is standard for the frame corresponding to the locale X , consult,
e.g. [1].) Although it will be useful to give an explicit description (in terms of C-ideals)
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of frames from their presentations (this is for the main application of the paper) it is
of some interest to note that we do not initially need to know that such a description
can be given. That DL-sites present frames (i.e. that free frames exist on the generators
qua relations) can be deduced from the fact that dcpo presentations present, since:

Theorem 29 (Double coverage theorem). If (L; R; : : :) is a DL-site, then

Fr〈L(qua DL) |R〉 ∼= dcpo〈L(qua poset) |R〉

Proof. The right-hand side is de4ned; let us denote it by A. A×A∼=A ⊗dcpo A (from
above) and A ⊗dcpo A is generated by L×L. But, by the join stability assumption,

L×L ∨−→ L iA−→ A satis4es the relations involved in presenting A⊗dcpoA (where iA is
the universal map) and so a map A×A→A is de4ned, which can be veri4ed to be
join. Similarly A has 4nite meets, and inherits 4nite distributivity from L. It is then
easy to show that A does indeed have the universal property required by the left-hand
side.

The double coverage theorem also appears in [10].
In contrast to dcpos presentations, we can give an explicit description of the opens

of any frame given a DL-site presenting it. This was 4rst made very clear by Johnstone
in his coverage theorem. Importantly the explicit description given here in terms of
DL-sites does not break the symmetry between 4nite joins and 4nite meets, so whilst
this basic result is not new, it does oDer new insight into how to maintain the pre-
frame/suplattice symmetry when discussing locales (see e.g. [9] for a discussion of this
symmetry).

Theorem 30. If L is a distributive lattice and R � L is a meet and join stable
collection of directed relations on L (i.e. the data for a DL-site) then

�X ≡ Fr〈L qua DLat |R〉
is isomorphic to the set of ideals I of L with the property that if {l | l�r}⊆ I then
(r)∈ I .

The sets of ideals which satisfy this property (i.e. {l | l�r}⊆ ↑I =⇒ (r) ∈ I)) are,
following Johnstone, called C-ideals, and the set of all such C-ideals (given a DL-site
(L; R; ::)) is denoted C− Idl(L). However, please note that the notation “C” is not used
as part of the de4nition of the notion of coverage used here.

Proof. L is a meet-semilattice and the relations (including the “qua join semilat-
tice” ones) are meet stable. Therefore Johnstone’s original coverage theorem applies;
Section 2.11, Chapter II of [1]. It is immediate that C − Idl(L) is a complete lattice
since it is closed under arbitrary intersections. It is also a Heyting algebra (you may
check using basic lattice theory that a frame is exactly a complete Heyting algebra); if
I; J are C-ideals then

I → J = {k ∈ L | k ∧ i ∈ J ∀i ∈ I}
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is a C-ideal, this is from the meet stability of the DL-site. That the C-ideals satisfy
the correct universal properties is a straightforward veri4cation and widely known.

Remark 31. In the standard presentation for a frame, all C-ideals are principal. To see
this, say I ⊆�X is a C-ideal. Then I is an ideal and so in the standard presentation
I covers

∨↑ I . Hence
∨↑ I ∈ I by de4nition of C-ideal (since, certainly, I ⊆ I) and so

I is the principal ideal ↓ ∨↑ I .

The next proposition shows that the explicit description of opens given by C-ideals
can actually be re-expressed in terms of satisfying relations, and so the techniques
developed to translate this property between toposes can be applied.

Proposition 32. Given �X presented by the DL-site (LX ; RX ; : : :), the opens of �X
are exactly the join semilattice homomorphisms LX →�op which satisfy RX where �
is the subobject classi3er.

Proof. 6I :LX →�op satis4es R means, for each r ∈RX ,

6I(r) =
∧
�{6I (l) | l ∈ LX ; l�r}:

That is, if {l | l�r}⊆ I then (r)∈ I .
An ideal on LX is exactly a join semilattice homomorphism LX →�op.

The above descriptions have not used the join stability of the DL-site, but the next
subsection will exploit it and thereby provide a shortcut to the applications of this
paper, the existence of which is of some technical interest.

7.2. Shortcut to the applications

In all the applications oDered here we do not investigate dcpos in their own right. We
are only interested in viewing the dcpo homomorphisms (i.e. Scott continuous maps)
away from frames. The logic adopted above has been: (i) show that dcpo presentations
present and then (ii) show that, via the double coverage result, the dcpos presented
by DL-sites are in fact frames (and further all frames may be described in this way).
By this method dcpo morphisms away from frames can be described. However given
the explicit description of the frame presented by a DL-site in terms of C-ideals (last
section, and widely known) there is a shortcut to the double coverage result which can
be used to prove all the applications below.

Theorem 33. If (L; R; : : :) is a DL-site, then

Fr〈L(qua DL) |R〉 ∼= dcpo〈L(qua poset) |R〉:

Proof. It has been shown that Fr〈L(qua DL) |R〉∼=C − Idl(L); this uses the meet
stability of the DL-site presentation of the frame. Given a subset J ⊆L de4ne C −
Idl〈J 〉= ∩{ QJ | QJ a C-ideal, J ⊆ QJ}, i.e. the C-ideal closure of J . Recall that a C-ideal,
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I , is an ideal (i.e. lower closed directed) which satis4es {l | l�r}⊆ I implies (r)∈ I .
The map L→C − Idl(L) given by l �→C − Idl〈 ↓ l〉 (is monotone and) satis4es the
relations R. To see this note that if (Ji)i∈ I is some indexed collection of C-ideals then

∨
C−Idl(L){Ji|i ∈ I} = C − Idl 〈⋃i∈I Ji

〉
:

Now, if the indexing set is directed then there is another description of this join:

∨↑
C−Idl(L){Ji | i ∈ I} = wC − Idl

〈⋃↑
i∈I Ji

〉
;

where wC − Idl(L) is the set of weak C-ideals. A weak C-ideal is a lower closed
subset such that {l | l�r}⊆ I implies (r)∈ I for every relation r. In other words a
weak C-ideal is a C-ideal which is not necessarily an ordinary ideal. To prove this
new description of directed join in C − Idl(L) it is suOcient to show that wC −
Idl〈K〉≡ ∩ { QJ | QJ a weak C-ideal, K ⊆ QJ} is an ideal if K is (since,

⋃↑
i∈I Ji, you may

verify, is an ideal). Certainly wC−Idl〈K〉 is lower closed, and it is non-empty since K
is. It remains to prove that given some k1; k2 ∈wC− Idl〈K〉 that k1∨k2 ∈wC− Idl〈K〉.
Consider the set K1≡{k ∈wC−Idl〈K〉 | ∀l∈K , k∨l∈wC−Idl〈K〉}. Now, by the join
stability assumption on the DL-site, K1 is a weak C-ideal. Now, certainly K ⊆K1 since
K is an ideal, and so by taking weak C-ideal closure we see that wC − Idl〈K〉⊆K1.
Next, set K2≡{k ∈ wC − Idl〈K〉 | ∀l∈wC − Idl〈K〉, k ∨ l∈wC − Idl〈K〉}. This also
is a weak C-ideal by join stability. Also, K ⊆K2 by the fact that wC − Idl〈K〉⊆K1,
and so by taking weak C-ideal closure it is demonstrated that wC − Idl〈K〉⊆K2, i.e.
wC − Idl〈K〉 is closed under binary join and so is an ideal.

The hard part of the proof is completed and the rest is straightforward veri4cation
which is included for completeness. Firstly, clearly,

J =
∨
C−Idl(L){C − Idl〈↓ l〉 | l ∈ J}

for any C-ideal J and since J is a directed set this join is directed. It therefore follows
that if � :L→B is a monotone map to a dcpo B which satis4es the relations R then,
if �= q ◦C − Idl〈 ↓ 〉, for some dcpo map q : C − Idl(L)→B, q must be given by

q(J ) =
∨↑
B{�(l) | l ∈ J}:

To complete the proof it remains to check that this assignment (i.e. using this to de4ne
a function q) is a dcpo homomorphism. The hard bit of proving this fact is showing
that

q
(∨↑

C−Idl(L){Ji | i ∈ I}
)
6

∨↑
B{q(Ji) | i ∈ I};

i.e.,
∨↑
B

{
�(l) | l ∈ wC − Idl

〈⋃↑
i∈I Ji

〉}
6

∨↑
B

{
�(l′) | l′ ∈ ⋃↑

i∈I Ji
}

for any directed collection (Ji)i∈ I of C-ideals, where the weak ideal closure is appro-
priate by the result just shown on directed joins in C − Idl(L). The result will then
follow if it can be shown that K ≡{l∈L |�(l)6

∨↑
B{q(Ji) | i∈ I}} is a weak C-ideal,
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since certainly
⋃↑
i∈ I Ji⊆{l∈L |�(l)6

∨↑
B{q(Ji) | i∈ I}}. But given that � satis4es R,

then for any r ∈R it is clear that if {l | l�r}⊆K then (r)∈K and so this is immediate.

Thus the reader may not wish to concern himself with the question of whether dcpo
presentations present since the above result shows that DL-sites always present dcpos
and in our applications we only wish to present dcpos via DL-sites. This observation
may be applicable to the generalization of this work to toposes; see the concluding
comments below.

Of course whether or not this route is better is open to debate, given the detail needed
in the proof above. One also needs a little extra work to ensure that f∗ :FrE→FrE′ has
a left adjoint without the knowledge that dcpo tensor presentations present. This extra
work is just a question of verifying that the inverse image of DL-sites are DL-sites (and
that the equivalence of Theorem 19 restricts to distributive lattice homomorphisms).
Both these observations are straightforward given the techniques developed.

8. The Joyal and Tierney correspondence

Before we look at applications it is worth recalling the well-known Joyal and Tierney
correspondence between locales internal in a topos of sheaves of a locale Y and the
slice of locales over Y . To prove that the left adjoint to f∗ :FrE→FrE′ is indeed
locale pullback this correspondence will be needed.

Theorem 34. For any locale Y in a topos E there is a geometric morphism ! : Sh(Y )→
E, from the topos of sheaves over Y to E with the property that !∗�Sh(Y )

∼=�EY .
Further the map FrSh(Y )→ !∗�Sh(Y )=FrE (i.e. to the coslice), given by sending any
�Sh(Y )X to !∗�!X is part of an equivalence and so LocSh(Y )

∼=LocE=Y .

Proof (Joyal and Tierney [4]). In any topos � is the initial frame and so the map is
well de4ned. (�!X :�→�X is standard notation for the unique map from the initial
frame, as it dualises the locale map !X :X → 1.)

Notation warning: ! is used both as a geometric morphism and as a locale map.

Theorem 35 (The left adjoint f# is locale pullback). If f :X →Y is a locale map
then for any p :Z→Y the pullback of p along f is given by f#�Sh(Y )Zp where
Zp is the locale corresponding to p :Z→Y in Sh(Y ) and f is identi3ed with the
geometric morphism f : Sh(X )→ Sh(Y ).

Proof. From the proof of the Joyal–Tierney correspondence it is evident that f∗ :
FrSh(X )→FrSh(Y ) is “precompose with �f”. But f∗ has a left adjoint and so the action
of f∗ on locales (which is -f :Loc=X →Loc=Y , “post compose with f”) has a right
adjoint, i.e. pullback.
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It will also ease proofs to follow to have an explicit description of the inverse
image f∗I of a subset I in terms of its classifying map. This is a completely general
result about the inverse image of any monomorphism and so is of some independent
interest.

Lemma 36. If f :E→E′ is any geometric morphism and i :A0 ,→A is a monomor-
phism in E′ classi3ed by 6i :A→�E′ then the monomorphism f∗i :f∗A0 ,→f∗A in E
is classi3ed by v ◦f∗6i where v :f∗�E′→�E is the adjoint transpose of the unique
frame homomorphism �E′ ! :�E′→f∗�E.

Proof. By the uniqueness of classifying maps (in the de4nition of subobject classi4er)
this amounts to showing that the outer rectangle in

f∗A0 −−→ f∗1
∼=−−→ 1 f∗i f∗�


 �

f∗A
f∗(6i)−−→ f∗�E′

v−−→ �E

is a pullback, where v is the adjoint transpose of �E′ ! :�E′ ,→f∗�E. Since f∗ preserves
pullbacks, the left square is a pullback and it remains to show that the right-hand square
is also a pullback. Now, certainly there does exist some w :f∗�E′→�E which pulls
� back to f∗� (this is because f∗� :f∗1 ,→f∗�E′ is monic and so has a classifying
map), we must show that the adjoint transpose of w is �E′ !. In fact by taking the adjoint
transpose of the square w ◦f∗�=�◦ ∼= it can be seen that w′(�) =�f∗�E , where w′

is the adjoint transpose of w. Since �E is (well known to be) the free suplattice on
the singleton set 1 and since �E′ ! could have equivalently been de4ned as the unique
suplattice homomorphism that sends the element of the singleton 1 to �f∗�E all that
remains is to be sure the w′ is a suplattice homomorphism. This indeed it is, since
we can de4ne z′ :f∗�E→�E′ right adjoint to w′. Set z′ to be the classifying map of
f∗��E . Then ��E′ is contained in the subobject of �E′ classi4ed by z′ ◦w′ since w′

can be factored as f∗w ◦ 4�E′ and the pullback of f∗��E along f∗w is f∗f∗��E′ as
f∗ preserves pullback. Hence Id6z′ ◦w′ in PosE′(�E′ ; �E′). The adjoint transpose of
w′ ◦ z′ classi4es f∗f∗��E since f∗ preserves pullbacks (i.e. the classifying pullback
that de4ned z′) and so since the subobject f∗f∗��E :f∗f∗1 ,→f∗f∗�E is contained
in the subobject classi4ed by ;�E :f∗f∗�E→�E is follows that the adjoint transpose
of w′ ◦ z′ is less than ;�E in the poset PosE(f∗f∗�E; �E) and so w′ ◦ z′6Id.

That this external statement of having a right adjoint is enough to show that w′

is a suplattice homomorphism internally (i.e. that
∨
f∗�E ◦P(w′) =w′ ◦ ∨

�E) is well
known and can be easily derived from part (i) of Lemma 10.

(Acknowledgment is due to Prof. Johnstone for pointing out the simple version of
this proof.) Similarly, here is another easy topos theoretic result needed.

Lemma 37. If f :X →Y is a locale map (in some topos E) then (also using the
notation f : Sh(X )→ Sh(Y ) for the corresponding geometric morphism) the image of
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the morphism

�Sh(Y )
�Sh(X )!−−−→f∗�Sh(X )

under the direct image of the geometric morphism !Y : Sh(Y )→E is �E(f) :�EY →
�EX .

Proof. Given the topos of sheaves, X , !X∗�Sh(X ) ≡ Sh(X )(1; �Sh(X ))∼=�EX . If f∗ is
inverse image of the geometric morphism f : Sh(X )→ Sh(Y ) then f∗ de4nes a function
from the set �EY ∼= Sub(1Y ) to �EX ∼= Sub(1X ) (since it preserves monomorphisms)
which is �E(f). (Details of this well known fact omitted.) For any morphism k :A→B
in the topos of sheaves over Y , !∗k : Sh(Y )(1; A)→ Sh(Y )(1; B) is given by composition
with k. Therefore !∗(�X !) is a map �EY ∼= Sh(Y )(1; �Y )→ Sh(Y )(1; f∗�X )∼= Sh(X )
(1; �X ) where the 4nal isomorphism is adjoint transpose. The result therefore follows
from the previous lemma.

9. Applications: triquotient assignments

The importance of the Joyal and Tierney correspondence is well known. See, for
example [4,11] where the correspondence is used to show that open=proper maps are
pullback stable and that open=proper surjections are eDective descent morphisms. The
following immediate consequence is perhaps less well observed.

Theorem 38. Using the standard presentation for locales Y and Z , a presentation for
the internal frame �Sh(Y )Zp (given a locale map p :Z→Y ) is

FrSh(Y )〈!∗LZ qua DL | !∗RZ ; !∗LY 〉
where !∗LY is the set of equations given by !∗�p : !∗LY → !∗LZ , !∗LY v→�Sh(Y )

�!→
idl(!∗LZ) where v is the adjoint transpose of Id :�Y →�Y ∼= !∗�Sh(Y ). (Here ! : Sh(Y )
→E is the geometric morphism.)

Proof. Recall that in the standard presentation LY ≡ �Y etc. and so the presentation
makes sense. Since it has been established that the inverse image of a presentation
is its pullback and since the pullback of ! : Z→ 1 along ! :Y → 1 is �1 :Y ×Z→Y ,
it is known that FrSh(Y )〈!∗LZ qua DL | !∗RZ〉 corresponds to �1 :Y ×Z→Y under
LocSh(Y )

∼=Loc=Y . Similarly, �1 :Y ×Y →Y (denoted (Y ×Y )�1 ) corresponds to
FrSh(Y )〈!∗LY qua DL | !∗RY 〉. But, it is straightforward to show that

Zp
(p;1)−−−→(Z × Y )�1

p×1−−−→
−−−→

S�1

(Y × Y )�1

is an equalizer in Loc=Y , and so is a coequalizer in FrSh(Y ). The theorem is simply
presenting the coequalizer. S :YId→ (Y ×Y )�1 is unit of the pullback adjunction be-
tween Loc and Loc=Y and so the corresponding map !∗LY v→�Sh(Y ) is the counit of
the adjunction !# � !∗.
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This result therefore describes arbitrary frames in Sh(Y ) in terms of data from frames
in E. We now use this description to prove the application that the triquotient maps
are pullback stable (originally observed by Vickers, private communication). Firstly,
the de4nition.

De�nition 39. (Following Vickers, “The double powerlocale and triquotient maps of
locales”, unpublished note.) A locale map p :Z→Y has a triquotient assignment if
there exists p# :�Z→�Y a dcpo homomorphism such that
(1) p#(c ∧ �p(b)) = (p#c ∧ b) ∨ p#(0) and
(2) p#(c ∨ �p(b)) = (p#c ∨ b) ∧ p#(1).

Notice 4rstly that the assignment is not in any way unique and secondly that the
de4nition is much weaker than the usual de4nition of triquotient (e.g. [7]) since a
locale map with a triquotient assignment need not be surjective, whereas, “triquotient”
in the literature invariably means a surjective map. Also note that:

Lemma 40. A dcpo homomorphism p# :�Z→�Y is a triquotient assignment for
p :Z→Y if and only if

p#(c1 ∧ [c2 ∨ �p(b)]) = [p#c1 ∧ b] ∨ p#(c1 ∧ c2) -(∗)
∀c1; c2 ∈�Z and ∀b∈�Y .

Proof. This proof is an easy algebraic manipulation. If (∗) holds then the cases c1 = 1
and c2 = 0 show that (1) and (2) in the de4nition of a triquotient assignment are
satis4ed. If p# is a triquotient assignment on p then

p#(c1 ∧ c2) 6 p#(c1 ∧ (c2 ∨ �p(b)))

and

p#(c1) ∧ b6 [p#(c1) ∧ b] ∨ p#(0)

= p#(c1 ∧ �p(b)) (since p# tri:; using (1))

6p#(c1 ∧ (c2 ∨ �p(b));

therefore LHS¿RHS in (∗). To complete note that c1∧(c2∨�p(b)) 6 (c1∧c2)∨�p(b)
and so

p#(c1 ∧ [c2 ∨ �p(b)])6p#(c1 ∧ [(c1 ∧ c2) ∨ �p(b)])

6p#(c1) ∧ p#((c1 ∧ c2) ∨ �p(b))

= p#(c1) ∧ [p#(c1 ∧ c2) ∨ b] ∧ p#(1)

= p#(c1) ∧ [p#(c1 ∧ c2) ∨ (b ∧ p#(1))]

= p#(c1 ∧ c2) ∨ [p#(c1) ∧ b ∧ p#(1)]

= p#(c1 ∧ c2) ∨ [p#(c1) ∧ b]:
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The next lemma provides a new connection which appears to relate quite closely the
class of maps that are eDective for descent=pullback stable and the discussions on
meet and join stability that are related to the coverage theorems. In particular proof
of the lemma hinges on the join and meet stable closure of a frame presentation. It is
straightforward to show that given any set of equations

(r) =
∨↑{l′ ∈ L | l′�r}

(presenting a frame) which are not necessarily join or meet stable we may replace
them with all equations of the form

c1 ∧ (c2 ∨ (r)) =
∨↑{(c1 ∧ (c2 ∨ l′) | l′ ∈ L and l′�r}

over all c1; c2 in L. This presents the same frame, but the equations are now meet
and join stable. In the particular case (which was true in the last theorem) where the
equations are of the form

(r) =
∨↑{0} ∪ {1 | 1� 6 v(r)}

(recall that �!(i) =
∨↑{0} ∪ {1 | 1�6i}), the meet and join stable closure consists of

all the equations of the form

c1 ∧ (c2 ∨ (r)) =
∨↑{(c1 ∧ c2)} ∪ {(c1) | 1� 6 v(r)}:

Following a conjecture of Vickers we have:

Lemma 41. There is a 1-1 correspondence between triquotient assignments on p :Z
→Y and internal dcpo homomorphisms,

dcpoSh(Y )(�Sh(Y )Zp; �Sh(Y )):

Proof. Let (LZ ; RZ ; : : :) be the standard presentation of �Z , similarly �Y , and let, as
usual, ! : Sh(Y )→ S1 =E denote the unique geometric morphism. Since we are using
standard presentations �p is a function from LY to LZ .

By the previous lemma triquotient assignments are exactly monotone maps
n :LZ→�Y such that n satis4es RZ and

n(c1 ∧ (c2 ∨ �p(b)) = [n(c1) ∧ b] ∨ n(c1 ∧ c2)

i.e.

LZ × LZ × LY 1×1×�p−−−−−→LZ × LZ × LZ ∧(∨×1)−−−−−→LZ n→!∗�Sh(Y ) (<)

equals

LZ × LZ × LY (�1 ;�3 ;∧(�1 ;�2))−−−−−−−→LZ × LY × LZ n×Id×n−−−−−→
!∗�Sh(Y )×!∗�Sh(Y )×!∗�Sh(Y )

∨(∧×1)−−−→!∗�Sh(Y ) (=):

From the previous theorem: �Sh(Y )Zp∼=FrSh(Y )〈!∗LZ qua DL | !∗RZ , !∗LY 〉 and so by
the double coverage result �Sh(Y )Zp∼= dcpoSh(Y )〈!∗LZ qua DL | !∗RZ , !∗LY 〉 where !∗LY
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is the join and meet stable closure of the relations given by !∗LY . By the comments
in the preamble to this lemma it is therefore clear that dcpo maps �Sh(Y )Zp→�Sh(Y )

are exactly monotone functions n′ : !∗LZ→�Sh(Y ) which satisfy !∗RZ and have

n′(c′
1 ∧ (c′

2 ∨ [!∗�p](b′))) =
∨↑
�Sh(Y )
{n′(c′

1 ∧ c′
2)} ∪ {n′(c′

1) | 1� 6 v(b′)}

for every c′
1 and c′

2 in !∗LZ and every b′ ∈ !∗LY . The LHS is the adjoint transpose of
(<). �Sh(Y ) is a frame and so the RHS is equal to:

[
n′(c′

1) ∧∨↑{0} ∪ {1 | 1� 6 v(b′)}
]
∨ n′(c′

1 ∧ c′
2):

But
∨↑{0}∪{1 | 1�6v(b′)}] = v(b′) (since �Sh(Y ) =PSh(Y ){∗}) and so the result follows

since the adjoint transpose of v is the identity.

Theorem 42 (Generalizing Plewe, and observed by Vickers). If f :X →Y is a locale
map and p :Z→Y has a triquotient assignment then so does the pullback of p along
f. Further, the Beck–Chevalley condition is satis3ed, i.e.,

�f ◦ p# = (f∗p)# ◦ �(p∗f):

Proof. Let p′
# :�Sh(Y )Zp→�Sh(Y ) be the dcpo map corresponding to the given triquo-

tient assignment p# :�Z→�Y (using the previous result) It has been established that
there is an adjunction:

dcpoSh(X )

f#

←−
→
f∗

dcpoSh(Y )

with f# �f∗. The following square commutes by naturality of the unit of this adjun-
ction:

�Sh(Y )Zp
4�Sh(Y )Zp−−−−→ f∗f#�Sh(Y )Zp

p′
#


 f∗f#p′

#

�Sh(Y )

4�Sh(Y )−−→ f∗f#�Sh(Y )
∼= f∗�Sh(X )

where f#�Sh(Y )
∼=�Sh(X ) since �, in any topos, is the free dcpo on the poset 1 +

1 = {�¿⊥}. So f#p′
# :f#�Sh(Y )Zp→�Sh(X ) is a dcpo map and so corresponds to a

triquotient assignment for f∗p. The Beck–Chevalley condition follows by applying the
functor !Y∗ : Sh(Y )→ S1 to the naturality square.

The pullback stability result for triquotient assignments is now extended to cover
surjections.

Lemma 43. Say p :Z→Y has a triquotient assignment p# :�Z→�Y . Then p is a
surjection (epi in the category Loc) if p#(1) = 1 and p#(0) = 0.
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Proof. p is an epimorphism iD �p is monic iD �p is an inclusion since the category
of frames is suitably algebraic. If p#(1) = 1 and p#(0) = 0 then p#�p(b) = b by putting
c1 = 1; c2 = 0 in p#(c1 ∧ [c2 ∨ �p(b)]) = [p#c1 ∧ b] ∨ p#(c1 ∧ c2).

De�nition 44. p :Z→Y is a triquotient surjection iD there exists a triquotient assign-
ment with p# :�Z→�Y with p#(1) = 1 and p#(0) = 0.

All triquotient surjections are surjections (epimorphisms in Loc) but it has not been
shown that all surjections with triquotient assignments are triquotient surjections. Our
triquotient surjections are exactly Plewe’s triquotient maps [7].

Lemma 45. Triquotient surjections are pullback stable.

Proof. Immediate from the pullback stability of maps with triquotient assignments and
the Beck–Chevalley condition shown above.

9.1. Proper and open maps

The importance of the notion of triquotient assignment is that it covers the more
well-known notions of open and proper map. In this subsection we detail how this
(known) specialization works. Recall (e.g. [11,4]):

De�nition 46. p :Z→Y is open if and only if
(i) there exists ∃p :�Z→�Y a suplattice homomorphism left adjoint to

�p :�Y →�Z
(ii) ∃p(c ∧ �p(b)) = b ∧ ∃p(c); for all c∈�Z; b∈�Y
and p is proper if and only if
(i) there exists ∀p :�Z→�Y a preframe homomorphism right adjoint to

�p :�Y →�Z
(ii) ∀p(c ∨ �p(b)) = b ∨ ∀p(c); for all c∈�Z; b∈�Y .

(A preframe homomorphism is one which preserves directed joins and 4nite meets.)
The relationship with triquotient assignments on p is easy.

Lemma 47. (i) p :Z→Y is open i9 it has a triquotient assignment, p#, which is
a join semilattice homomorphism, such that Id6�p ◦p# in the external order on
Pos(�Z;�Z).

(ii) p :Z→Y is proper i9 it has a triquotient assignment, p#, which is a
meet semilattice homomorphism, such that Id¿�p ◦p# in the external order on
Pos(�Z;�Z).

Proof. (i) Say p# :�Z→�Y is (a triquotient assignment and) a join semilattice homo-
morphism, with Id6�p ◦p#. Certainly condition (ii) in the de4nition of open holds
(i.e. the Frobenius condition) since p#(0) = 0. By putting c= 1 in this condition we see
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that p#�p(b)6b. But c6�p(p#(c)) for any c∈�Z by assumption and so p# ��p.
Hence p is an open map.

Conversely say p is open, then set p# =∃p. Clearly then (a) p# is a dcpo map, (b)
p# is a join semilattice homomorphism and (c) Id6�p ◦p#. So to 4nish it must be
shown that p# satis4es the equation

p#(c1 ∧ [c2 ∨ �p(b)]) = [p#c1 ∧ b] ∨ p#(c1 ∧ c2)

∀c1; c2 ∈�Z and ∀b∈�Y . But this is immediate from the (Frobenius) condition (ii)
of the de4nition of open.

(ii) Entirely similar.

The property of being a meet semilattice homomorphism, we have shown, is pullback
stable. (More accurately, we have shown that the property of being a distributive lattice
homomorphism is stable, but the proof of this fact amounted to showing that the
property of being a semilattice homomorphism is pullback stable. Revisit the proof
and discussion surrounding Proposition 24.) Certainly we have been clear throughout
that the external ordering is preserved by pullback and so the pullback stability results
for triquotient assignments given in the previous subsection specialize to:

Theorem 48. Proper and open locale maps are pullback stable.

Proper=open locale maps are surjections iD ∀p(0) = 0=∃p(1) = 1 respectively and so
proper=open surjections are pullback stable since the Beck–Chevalley condition holds
for triquotient assignments.

10. Main application: the external description of dcpo homomorphisms

This section gives a description of the elements of dcpoE(�EX;�EW ) for any pair
of frames in any elementary topos E. This class is equivalent to a class of natural
transformations. To do this we will need to discuss the ideal completion of a poset
both as a locale and as a topos of presheaves, and the recollection of some basic facts
about these representations of P forms the bulk of the 4rst subsection.

10.1. Idl(P) is a locale and a topos

Given a poset, P, the set of monotone maps P→� is a frame (which is equivalent
to the set of upper closed subsets of P). We denote the corresponding locale by Idl(P)
since its points are the ideals of P. It is known [12] and can be easily veri4ed that

�Idl(P) = Fr〈↑ p (p ∈ P)|
↑ p6↑ q (p¿ q)

1 6
∨
p∈P
↑ p

↑ p∧ ↑ q6 ∨{↑ r|p6 r; q6 r}〉
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gives a presentation of the frame corresponding to the locale Idl(P). The corresponding
topos of sheaves is also denoted Idl(P), and use hP : Idl(P)→E to denote the unique
geometric morphism back to the background topos (E). It is well known (for example
Theorem 1.6.2 of [9] or [12]) that locales of this form are constructively spatial.
�Idl(P) is isomorphic to the Scott open subsets of idl(P) via

> : �Idl(P)
∼=→-idl(P)

a �→ ⋃
p∈a
{I | ↓ p ⊆ I}

where >−1(U ) = {p | ↓ p∈U}. Moreover the continuous maps between them are
exactly dcpo maps on the points. In other words,

dcpoE(idl(L′); idl(L′′)) ∼= LocE(Idl(L′); Idl(L′′)) ∼= TopE(Idl(L′); Idl(L′′))

the second equivalence coming from the fact that localic toposes form a full subcategory
of the category, Top, of toposes and geometric morphisms. Further it will be necessary
later to ensure that this correspondence is natural.

Lemma 49. For any posets P and L

PosE(P;�Idl(L)) ∼= dcpoE(idl(L); �Idl(P))

naturally with respect to dcpo maps h : idl(L′)→ idl(L′′).

Proof. From the de4nitions, LHS ∼=PosE(P×L; �) and RHS ∼=PosE(L×P;�). A sim-
ple calculation using the fact that [�h(L′′ a→�)](l′) = 1⇔ ∃l′′ ∈ h(↓ l′)∩ a establishes
naturality. The mate of A :P→�Idl(L′) under the bijection is QA : idl(L′)→�Idl(P)
where QA(I ′)(p) = 1⇔ ∃l′ ∈ I ′, A(p)(l′) = 1. Hence

([(�h ◦ A)(I ′)](p) = 1)⇔ (∃l′ ∈ I ′)({[�h ◦ A](p)}(l′) = 1)

if and only if (∃l′ ∈ I ′)(∃l′′ ∈ h(↓ l′) ∩ A(p))

⇔ (∃l′ ∈ I ′)([ QA(h(↓ l′)](p) = 1)

⇔ [( QA ◦ h)(I ′)](p) = 1:

As a topos Idl(P) can be described concretely as the collection of all presheaves (i.e.
functors) P→E, with natural transformations as morphisms. The inverse image of the
geometric morphism hP : Idl(P)→E sends a set, N , to the constant sheaf (i.e. a �→N
for all a∈P and a6a′ is mapped to the identity function on N ). Further it is worth
recalling that adjoint transpose of any k :N→ hP∗�Idl(P)

∼=�Idl(P) is the (classifying
map of the) subfunctor k ′ ⊆ (hP)∗N given by x∈ k ′(a) iD k(x)(a) = 1. The proof of
these well-known statements follows from the de4nition of the topos as a collection of
sheaves on Idl(P).

So far we have managed “to keep our hands clean” at least to the extent that no
proofs have required us to be explicit about the structure of a particular topos in which
we are working (though note that the Joyal and Tierney correspondence, in its proof,
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does require this representation). The next lemma does require this type of explicit
representation, but is quite a straightforward result.

Lemma 50. (i) If P is a poset, q :L→L′ a map (i.e. a morphism of E) and I a
subpresheaf of (hP)∗L (i.e. I a subobject of (hP)∗L in Idl(P)) then the presheaf

q#I : P → Set

a �→ {x′ ∈ L′ | ∃x ∈ I(a); x′ = q(x)}

is a subobject of (hP)∗L′ and is the image factorization of I ,→ (hP)∗L
(hP)∗q−→ (hP)∗L′

in Idl(P).
(ii) If L is also a poset then so is (hP)∗L and the lower closure (calculated

internally in Idl(P)) of a subfunctor, I , of (hP)∗L is calculated pointwise, i.e.
(↓IdlP I)(a) = ↓E I(a).

Proof. (i) Image factorization is calculated pointwise in any presheaf category.
(ii) Lower closure is a type of relational composition, which can be expressed via

pullback and image factorization. These are done pointwise in a presheaf category.

We end this subsection with the main equivalence between indexed points of a frame
and points of (hP)#(�EW ). It is the naturality of this equivalence that drives the proof
of the main application.

Lemma 51. Given a frame �EW , and a poset P (in E) there is a bijection between
dcpoIdl(P)(1; (h

P)#(�EW )) and
(a) monotone maps P→�EW
(b) dcpo maps idl(P)→�EW

Before proof, note that for any geometric morphism g :E′→E,

dcpoE′(1; (g′)#(�EW )) ∼= E′(1; (g′)#(�EW ));

but we would like to keep the order enrichment in mind and so use the former notation.

Proof. Say that �EW is presented by the distributive lattice LW subject to the re-
lations RW . Then (hP)#(�EW ) is presented by (hP)∗LW subject to (hP)∗RW . Now,
dcpoIdl(P)(1; (h

P)#(�EW )) is exactly the collection (i.e. external homset/class) of global
elements of (hP)#(�EW ), i.e. of maps 1→ (hP)#(�EW ) which we known (by the ex-
plicit description of the frame in terms of C-ideals) to be exactly the join semilattice
homomorphisms (hP)∗LW → (�Idl(P))op which satisfy (hP)∗RW . By taking the adjoint
transpose and applying Theorem 19 it is clear that this SET is of join semilattice
homomorphisms LW → ((hP∗)(�Idl(P)))op which satisfy RW . By de4nition of Idl(P),
(hP∗)(�Idl(P)) is the set of monotone maps P→�, and since the intersection of upper
closed subsets is upper closed, the meet operation on P→� is calculated pointwise.
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If AI :LW → ((hP∗)(�Idl(P)))op satis4es RW then for every r ∈RW

AI ((r)) =
∧

�EIdl(P)
{AI (l) | l�r}

and so, for any p∈P,

AI ((r))(p) =
∧
�E
{AI (l)(p) | l�r}:

This says that the (double) exponential transpose of AI ; pAIq :P→ (LW →�op
E ) has the

property that pAIq(p; ) :LW →�op satis4es RW . That the property of being a join
semilattice is preserved by the adjoint transpose followed by the exponential transpose
follows similarly and so pAIq factors through �EW since this is a collection of C-
ideals. That pAIq is monotone follows since AI is an indexed collection of monotone
maps.

The correspondence between monotone maps and dcpo maps ((a) and (b)) is im-
mediate since idl(L) (the set of ideals, as opposed to the locale) is the free dcpo qua
poset.

10.2. The functor C�EW : (Top=E)op→ SET

Our description of dcpoE(�EX;�EW ) will be as the set of natural transformations
from C�EX to C�EW . These functors must be de4ned.

De�nition 52. C�EW : (Top=E)op→ SET , takes the object g′ :E′→E (of Top=E) to
dcpoE′(1; (g′)#(�EW )). Since h#(1) = 1, for h :E′→E′′ a morphism of Top=E, [C�EW

(h)](k) = h#(k) is well de4ned.

Since (g′)# is, when applied to locales, pullback, another way of looking at this
functor is that C�EW (g′) = the opens of Sh(W )×E E′, i.e. of the pullback of the localic
geometric morphism Sh(W )→E along g′. So, as in the Introduction, the functors are

C�EW : (Top=E)op → SET

(h : E′ → E) �→ Top(E′ ×E Sh(W ); Sh(S))

where S is the SierpiCnski locale, i.e. the locale whose frame is the free frame on the
singleton set 1. However we shall not rely on this description until the 4nal applications
below, and then only in the context of locales. Thus, for future work, it is clear that we
are looking at the categories E′×E Sh(W ) as indexed carriers for the data of dcpo maps.
But since we can prove the main result without this interpretation I am suppressing it.

The de4nition (on morphisms) also has an alternative characterization which will be
used in the proofs.

Lemma 53 (Alternative characterization of C�EW on morphisms). As an action on
C-ideals [C�EW (h)](I) =

∨
(g′)#�EW h∗I if h :E′→E′′ is a morphism in Top=E.
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Proof. It needs to be checked that for any map nI : 1→ (g′′)#�EW corresponding to
a C-ideal I of (g′′)#�EW , h#(nI ) corresponds to the open

∨
(g′)#�EW h∗I of (g′)#�EW .

Now h#(nI ) is de4ned by its adjoint transpose: h#(nI ) is the adjoint transpose of the
composition

1 nI→(g′′)#�EW
4→ h∗h#(g′′)#�EW;

where 4 is the unit of the adjunction h# � h∗. 4 is the unique frame homomorphism
that extends the map e : (g′′)∗LW → h∗h#(g′′)#�EW which is the adjoint transpose of the
universal map of the generators h∗(g′′)∗LW → h#(g′′)#�EW . Therefore, as the C-ideal I
is the join of the indexing I ⊆ (g′′)∗LW → (g′′)#�EW , and 4 preserves joins, 4 ◦ nI (∗) is
equal to the join (in h∗h#(g′′)#�EW ) of the indexing map < : I→ (g′′)∗LW e→ h∗h#(g′′)#

�EW . By de4nition of join in h∗h#(g′′)#�EW , 4 ◦ nI (∗) is therefore equal to the adjoint
transpose of the join of the adjoint transpose of <. But the adjoint transpose < is
h∗I→ (g′)#�EW and so the result follows.

10.3. Naturality lemma and ‘weak exponential’ lemma

Lemma 54 (Naturality lemma). The bijection between dcpo maps idl(L)→�EW and
dcpoIdl(L)(1; (h

L)#(�EW )) is natural with respect to dcpo maps h : idl(L′)→ idl(L′′)
and with respect to dcpo maps q :�EX →�EW .

Proof. Say I is a C-ideal of (hL
′′
)#(�EW ) (in the topos of sheaves Idl(L′′)). C�EW (h)

(I) is, by the last lemma, the C-ideal generated by h∗I , which is classi4ed by the
map v ◦ h∗6I where v is the adjoint transpose of the unique frame homomorphism (in
Idl(L′′)) from �Idl(L′′)→ h∗�Idl(L′). The proof will be completed provided we can show

that this subset is equivalent to idl(L′) h→ idl(L′′) zI→�EW under the bijection between
dcpo maps idl(L′)→�EW and dcpoIdl(P)(1; (h

L′
)#(�EW )), where zI is the image of

I under this same bijection applied to L′′. If this can be shown then h∗I will be a
C-ideal, and the naturality is established.

To establish this claim, notice that the bijection of Lemma 51 is essentially the
process of taking the adjoint transpose (followed by the exponential transpose) The
adjoint transpose v ◦ h∗6I via the geometric morphism hL

′
is found by taking the adjoint

transpose with respect to h and then with respect to hL
′′

(since h ◦ hL′′
= hL

′
). The 4rst

adjoint transpose is

(hL
′′
)∗LW

6I−−−→�Idl(L′′)
�Idl(L′′)!−−−→ h∗�Idl(L′)

and the second is

LW
QI→�EIdl(L′′) �Eh−−−→�EIdl(L′)

where QI is the adjoint transpose of I . Now Lemma 49 with (LW )op in the place of P

shows us that the exponential transpose of the monotone map (LW )op QI→�EIdl(L′′) �Eh→
�EIdl(L′) is idl(L′) h→ idl(L′′) zI→�EW as required.
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For the second claim of naturality, say q :�EX →�EW and I is a C-ideal of
(hL)#(�EX ). Then (use e.g. Theorem 20), (hL)#(q)(I) is the C-ideal generated by
the image factorization of

I ,→ (hL)∗LX
(hL)∗( Qq)−−−→(hL)∗LW (∗)

(where Qq :LX →LY is using the canonical presentations, i.e. Qq= q; �EX =LX etc.).
It must be shown that this is the image under the bijection dcpoE(idl(L); �EW )∼=
dcpoIdl(L)(1; (h

L)#(�EW )) of

idl(L) zI→�EX
q→�EW:

This last function, as an L indexed collection of subsets of LW is given by {c∈LW | c
6q(zI ↓ l)} for l∈L (recall that all C-ideals are principal in the standard presentation).
The image factorization of (∗), we have shown in Lemma 50, is the L indexed collec-
tion of subsets {c∈LW | ∃a6zI ↓ l, c= Qq(a)}. We must show that the C-ideal closure
of this subfunctor of (hL)∗LW is given by the indexing {c∈LW | c6q(zI ↓ l)}, and for
this it is clearly suOcient to simply show that the lower closure of the subfunctor is
given by this indexing. This is true because lower closure is calculated pointwise, as
we have mentioned explicitly in part (ii) of Lemma 50.

The next lemma, interpreted for locales, indicates that the function space SX exists
weakly in the category Loc where S is the SierpiCnski locale (see [10]). It is oDered
here only as a technical step (though perhaps we conjecture that [Set]E exists weakly
in the category of Grothendieck toposes, for any topos Grothendieck topos E, where
[Set] is the object classi4er).

Lemma 55. If g :E′→E is a geometric morphism, �EX is a frame in E and I ∈
dcpoE′(1; g#�EX ), then there exists a geometric morphism h :E′→ Idl(LX ) such that
I =C�EX (h)(Iev) where Iev is the element (C-ideal) of dcpoIdl(LX )(1; (h

LX )#�EX ) cor-
responding to the universal map of generators LX →�EX .

Proof. By the hyperconnected localic factorization (see e.g. A4.6 of [2]) g is the

composition E′ l→Y →E where Y is the locale determined by the frame g∗�E′ . If I
is a point of g#�EX then I is an internal C-ideal and therefore corresponds to a map
g∗LX →�op

E which is a join semilattice homomorphism. This therefore gives rise to
a join semilattice homomorphism LX → g∗�

op
E which, it can then be checked, satis4es

the universal frame theoretic characterization of �Idl(LX ) given at the beginning of

this section. Hence there is a geometric morphism Y k→ Idl(LX ), and so there exists
h :E′→ Idl(LX ) given by h= k ◦ l. Notice that hL

X ◦ h= g. Now C�EX (h)(Iev) is the
C-ideal generated by h∗Iev. The classifying map of h∗Iev is

g∗LX
h∗6Iev−−−→ h∗�Idl(LX )

v→�E′ (∗)
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where v is the adjoint transpose (via h) of �Idl(LX )
�Idl(LX )(!)−−−−→ h∗�E′ . Since hL

X ◦ h= g, the
adjoint transpose of this map (via g) can be found by taking the adjoint transpose
via h and then via hL

X
. The proof will then be complete provided that these adjoint

transposes correspond to the adjoint transpose of I via g.
Firstly, the adjoint transpose of (∗) via h is

(hL
X
)∗LX

6Iev−−−→�Idl(LX )
�Idl(LX )(!)−−−−→ h∗�E′

and the adjoint transpose of this via hL
X

is

LX
↑→�Idl(LX )

�Ek−−−→ g∗�E′

where the map denoted “↑” is the inclusion of generators by de4nition of Iev and the
second map is �Ek since �Ek = (hL

X
)∗�Idl(Lx)(!) by Lemma 37. This composition is,

by the de4nition of �Ek via the universal frame theoretic characterization of �Idl(LX ),
equal to the adjoint transpose of I via g as required.

10.4. Main application

The proof of the main application is now relatively easy.

Theorem 56. For any two locales X;W in a topos E, there is a bijection between dcpo
homomorphisms q :�EX →�EW and natural transformations C�EX :→C�EW . This bi-
jection is natural in frame homomorphisms �EW →�EW ′.

Proof. Firstly any dcpo map q :�EX →�EW gives rise to a natural transformation
C�EX :→C�EW . Recall that for any g′ :E′→E

C�EX (g′) = dcpoE′(1; (g′)#�EX )

and so by de4ning <qg′(n) = (g′)#(q) ◦ n a natural transformation is obtained since (given
l :E′′→E′ in Top=E)

dcpoE′(1; (g′)#�EX )
<q
g′−−→ dcpoE′(1; (g′)#�EW )

l#


 l#

dcpoE′′(1; (g′′)#�EX )
<q
g′′−−→ dcpoE′′(1; (g′′)#�EW )

commutes.
On the other hand given a natural transformation < :C�EX :→C�EW , the monotone

map (from LX to �EW ) corresponding <hLX (Iev) satis4es the relations RX . To see
this notice that C�EX (e1)(Iev) =C�EX (e2)(Iev) where e1; e2 : Idl(RX )→ Idl(LX ) are the
geometric morphisms implied by the presentation (treating RX as a discrete poset); this
is true since the universal map of generators certainly satis4es the relations (and we
are applying the 4rst part of the naturality lemma). Hence by applying the naturality
of < at e1; e2 it can be seen that <hLX (Iev) satis4es the relations (again using the 4rst
part of the naturality lemma). It therefore gives rise to a dcpo map q< :�EX →�EW .
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Given any q :�EX →�EW , q<q is then determined by <q
hLX

(Iev) = (hL
X
)#(q) ◦ Iev and

this corresponds to LX →�EX
q→�EW by the second part of the naturality lemma

above, i.e. q= q<q .
Notice that for any I ∈ dcpoE(1; g#�EX ) (any g :E′→E) the previous lemma shows

that I =C�EX (h)(Iev) for some h :E′→ Idl(LX ) and so by naturality every natural
transformation C�EX :→C�EW is uniquely determined by <hLX (Iev). So, given any <, <q<

evaluated at Iev (at stage hL
X
) is

(hL
X
)#(q<) ◦ Iev = LX → �EX

q<→�EW = <hLX (Iev)

where the 4rst equality is by the second part of the naturality lemma and the second
is from the de4nition of q<. It follows that <= <q< and a bijection is established.

Naturality of this bijection is immediate from the de4nition of <q given and the fact
that (g′)# is a functor for any g′ :E′→E.

This theorem specializes to the main technical insight of [10].

Theorem 57. Fix a locale X . There exist bijections

DW : Nat(Loc( × X;S);Loc( ×W;S))→ dcpo(�X;�W )

natural in locales W . Here, Loc( ×X;S);Loc( ×W;S) are functors Locop → Set.

Proof. From the Joyal and Tierney correspondence it is clear that Loc( ×X;S) is
the same as C�X restricted to Loc. But the ideal completion locale, as a topos, is
localic. Therefore the whole proof given above can be carried out looking only at
localic toposes.

The main result of [10] can be recovered.

Corollary 58. If X is a locale then the exponential SSX exists in [Locop;Set] and is
naturally isomorphic to the representable functor Loc( ;PX ).

Here PX is the double power locale on X . It can be found by composing, in either
order, the upper power locale functor followed by the lower power locale functor. By
de4nition �PX =Fr〈�X qua dcpo〉, see [3].

Proof. This is a question of unravelling the de4nitions since the general points of PX
(i.e. locale maps Y →PX ) are exactly the dcpo maps between frames with domain
�X . It is straight forward to verify that SX exists in [Locop;Set] since it is given by
the functor Loc( ×X;S).

In a manner very similar to the manner by which triquotient results can be used
to show results about proper and open maps, this last corollary specializes to results
about the points of the upper and lower power locales. Details are available in [10].
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Therefore an entirely external characterization of the general points of the double
power locale is available. This means that a categorical axiomatization of a double
power space functor could be made for any order enriched category with a (suitably
axiomatized) SierpiCnski space. This would be the subject of further work, in line with
a project (advocated by Vickers, private communication) of re-expressing topology in
terms geometric reasoning.

11. Concluding comments

This paper concentrates on the technical observation that dcpo presentations present
and that since the presentations for dcpos are stable under the inverse image of geo-
metric morphisms, one is able to de4ne a left adjoint to f∗ : dcpoE→ dcpoE′ . Further,
from the double coverage result, locale maps can be described as particular dcpo maps
and so this left adjoint is locale pullback. This ability to move the dcpo maps from
one topos to another (via the adjunction of the geometric morphism) allows the usual
applications to go through, e.g. triquotient surjections are pullback stable, covering the
same results for open and proper surjections. Moreover the form of the de4nition of
triquotient (and hence of proper and open) appears as a natural consequence of the
presentation (as a dcpo) of a locale internal in a topos of sheaves. It is shown (follow-
ing a conjecture of Vickers) that the weak triquotient assignments of p :Z→Y (i.e.
those maps used to de4ne triquotient=proper=open) are exactly the global points of the
double power locale of Z , viewed as a locale internal to sheaves over Y .

The main application here is to use this technology to give a topos theoretic version
of the result of Townsend/Vickers which describes the points of the double power
locale as certain natural transformations (therefore, in eDect, giving an external char-
acterization of the notion of Scott continuity of maps between internal frames).

By clearly separating out the in4nitary directed join structure of frames from the
4nitary (distributive lattice) structure it is hoped that further light is shed on the parallel
that exists between proper and open (e.g. [9]), since the basis of that parallel appears
to be that the 4nitary structure is dualized whilst the in4nitary structure remains 4xed.

Another invisible motivation for the work has been an attempt to answer the question
of what the topos theoretic analogue to the upper power locale should be (see B4.5 of
[2,5])? More broadly, and indeed more simply: What is the topos theoretic version of
a dcpo presentation for a Grothendieck topos? It is hoped that the work oDered here,
in its structure at least, will have a topos theoretic version (with toposes in the place
of locales). Notably, if a topos theoretic version of the subsection “Shortcut to the
Applications” is available, then it should be possible to replicate the main application
for toposes. We therefore end with a

Conjecture 59. There is a 1–1 correspondence between 3ltered cocontinuous functors
between Grothendieck toposes, E;E′ and natural transformations CE :→CE

′
, where

CE is the functor

CE : (BTop=Set)op → SET
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(h : E′ → Set) �→ BTop=Set(E′ ×Set E; [Set])
and [Set] is the object classi3er.
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